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The death of Alexander the Great

THE DEATH OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT

ABSTRACT

The circumstances of Alexander’s death are reviewed. Since contemporary sources vary
in their accounts of the reason for his death, they are briefly reviewed and assessed.
The account of Alexander’s final illness is then discussed as recorded in the King’s
Journal and the Liber de morte testamentumque Alexandri Magni. The theory that he was
poisoned is rejected, as is the hypothesis that he drank himself to death. His final
illness shows symptoms characteristic of malignant tertian malaria (Plasmodium fal-
ciparum), possibly precipitated by recent wounds, exhaustion and heavy drinking.

1. INTRODUCTION
Alexander, King of Macedonia, conqueror of the Persian empire, died
in Babylon at sunset on the 10th of June, 323 BC.1 He was not yet 33
years old, had been king for 12 years and 8 months and had shown
himself to be fully deserving of the title “The Great”. Educated by
Aristotle, trained in warfare by his father Philip II, he invaded Asia at
the age of 22 and defeated Darius III within 3 years. He never returned
to Macedonia but commenced with the establishment of an Asian em-
pire based on Hellenistic culture whilst incorporating the best elements
of the Persians and other conquered nations. With few exceptions he
was remarkably magnanimous towards his former enemies, perform-
ing acts of justice far in advance of his time. As Tarn (1948:I.124-
125) puts it:

This was probably the most important thing about him: he was a great
dreamer. To be mystical and intensely practical, to dream greatly and
to do greatly, is not given to many men; it is this combination which
gives Alexander his place apart in history.

1 On the controversy about the exact date of Alexander’s death, cf. Hamilton
(1969:210).
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2. RELEVANT LITERARY SOURCES
Our interpretation of the information about the last days and the death
of Alexander will depend on the value we attach to the various ancient
sources. Modern historians still vary in their assessment of these sources,
which results in different views of the reasons for the death of Alex-
ander. A brief overview of the ancient sources will be given.

2.1 Contemporary sources 
Callisthenes was Aristotle’s nephew, and an experienced writer ap-
pointed by Alexander to prepare a history of the Asian campaign. When
he was executed in 327 BC for complicity in a plot, his history co-
vered the period up to 331 BC, and possibly even 329 BC. It is pro-
bable that his death lead to growing animosity between Alexander and
his former tutor, Aristotle, as well as between the king and the Peri-
patetic School in Athens.

Ptolemy was one of Alexander’s generals and later became King
of Egypt in 304 BC. He published his History in the years 285-283
BC, making extensive use of the King’s Journals, also known as the
Royal Ephemerides. Although scholars have questioned the authenticity
of this document,2 it is accepted that Macedonian kings at least from
the time of Philip II kept daily records of state.3 Responsible secre-
taries, of whom Eumenes was best known, travelled with Alexander,
and if everything went according to plan, the records would after his
death have accompanied his body back to Pella (the capitol of Mace-
donia) or Aegae for burial in the cemetery of the Macedonian kings.4

We know, however, that after Alexander’s body had been prepared by
Egyptian and Mesopotamian embalmers, it was diverted to Egypt by
Ptolemy on its way back to Macedonia, late in 322 or early 321 BC.

2 Cf. Samuel (1965:1-12) and Bosworth (1971:112-136).
3 Cf. Pearson (1954:434):

... there is certainly no reason to doubt that some kind of diary was kept,
recording the events of each day, the king’s conferences, the orders he issued,
the reports he received, and so on.

Cf. too Tarn (1948:II.1 et passim) and Hammond (1983:5-6).
4 Hammond (1980:248).
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various influential personalities involved in the struggle for succes-
sion were implicated. It is dealt with in more detail below.

2.2 Sources from the Roman era
None of the contemporary sources discussed above have survived; they
are known to us only by way of references in later authors. These his-
torians, who lived some 400 years later during the late Roman Republic
and early Empire, are the only extant sources for the life and times
of Alexander.

Diodorus Siculus (1st century BC) was a Greek historian who wrote
a universal history, the Bibliothêkê, from mythological times to 60 BC.
His main source is Cleitarchus, but he also quoted from Aristobulus,
Hieronymus and from sources said to have originated from Greek
mercenaries fighting for Darius III.

Quintus Curtius Rufus (1st/2nd century AD) was a Roman rheto-
rician and historian who wrote a ten-book history of Alexander, the
Historiae Alexandri. He relied very heavily on Cleitarchus; apart from
this the exigencies of rhetoric determined the selection of his source
material.

Plutarch (46-120 AD), the Greek biographer and moral philosopher,
is known mainly for his Fifty parallel lives, written to exemplify virtue
(or vice) in the careers of great men in Greek and Roman history. In this
work Alexander is compared with Julius Caesar. Plutarch reported
objectively from every source available, “from the best to the worst”
(Tarn 1948:II.296).

Arrian (Lucius Flavius Arrianus, 95-180 AD) was a Greek historian,
and one of the most distinguished writers of his day. His most famous
work deals with the age of Alexander; the only extant part is the Ana-
basis of Alexander, a history of Alexander in seven books from his
accession to his death, based on the King’s Journals and Ptolemy’s ren-
dering of it, supplemented mainly by Aristobulus.

Justin (Marcus Junianus Justinus, 2nd, 3rd or 4th century AD) was
the author of a Latin epitome of the otherwise lost Philippic Histories
of Pompeius Trogus, a less significant and less accurate contribution.
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Callisthenes, Aristotle’s nephew, the Peripatetic School in Athens pro-
ceeded to slander Alexander by inter alia picturing him as a debaucher
and tyrant, and to attribute his achievements to luck and to the efforts
of others. This view was still very popular in the Roman era, until
Plutarch and Arrian, in particular, proposed a contrary view.

The account of Alexander’s final illness as recorded by the two major
sources, the King’s Journals (preserved in inter alia Plutarch and Arrian)
and the Liber de morte Alexandri Magni (in which the views of Clei-
tarchus and others are represented), will now be discussed. In an at-
tempt to find the most likely reason for his death, information pro-
vided by these two sources will be evaluated carefully in the light of
modern medical knowledge and circumstantial evidence such as the
place where he died, the season and prevalent diseases at that time. It
must be emphasised that absolute certainty cannot be reached in view
of the inadequate medical descriptions given by historians more than
2 000 years ago.

3. LAST DAYS OF ALEXANDER

3.1 Previous medical history according to the sources
Alexander was of less than average stature, well built, very fair with
a tendency towards a ruddy complexion (Plutarch, Alexander 4.3). In
battle he led by example and right through his career was extremely
popular with his troops with whom he shared all hardships (Plutarch,
Alexander 42.7-10 and Arrian, Anabasis 6.26.1-3). He was wounded
often and seriously (Plutarch, Alexander 58.1). At Granicus (334 BC)
his life was saved by Cleitus after serious injury (Plutarch, Alexander
16.11 and Arrian, Anabasis 16).

In his Parthian campaign (331 BC) he was hit in the lower leg by
an arrow which so shattered the bone that bone-fragments had to be
removed (Plutarch, Alexander 45.5 and Curtius Rufus, Historiae Alex-
andri 7.6.3). Plutarch also tells of an occasion when he suffered dimmed
vision after a severe blow to the nape of the neck (Alexander 45.5 and
Curtius, Historiae Alexandri 7.6.22). During the assault on Malli (India,
325 BC) an arrow pierced his breastplate and chest wall above the
nipple, probably damaging the lung. The arrow was cut out with a
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Besides an attack of severe diarrhoea we know of only one other
serious illness prior to the final incident. During his assault on Tarsus
(333 BC) he fell dangerously ill with symptoms very similar to his
final illness. According to Arrian he was eventually cured by a boyhood
physician-friend, after he had lost his speech and become comatosed
(Anabasis 2.4 and Plutarch, Alexander 19.4-10).

Cleitarchus and the Peripatetic School of Aristotle were mainly
responsible for creating a negative image of Alexander as an alcoholic.9

It is probable that Alexander did drink heavily from time to time (like
his fellow officers), and it is true that he murdered Cleitus (who saved
his life at Granicus) in a drunken brawl (Plutarch, Alexander 50.1-
51.11). But Alexander was no drunkard, and Plutarch’s remark in this
regard that the king let nothing hinder him when there was work to
be done (Alexander 23.1-2), should be taken seriously.10

9 Hammond (1983:78). Ephippus of Olynthus too wrote a hostile pamphlet, On
the end of Alexander and Hephaestion, in which he attributed Alexander’s death
to excessive drinking (Fragmente der griechischen Historiker 126 F 3); this view is also
found in Nicobulus (Fragmente der griechischen Historiker 127 F 1 and F 2) and passed
as truth into the Alexander Romance. This theory still has followers in modern times:
Lane Fox (1975:467) refers to Alexander’s last months as “a continuous record
of carousing” and “Alexander’s final month of debauchery”. Bosworth (1971:122)
refers to this period as 

a drinking marathon unique in history, in which the king spent his life al-
ternately drinking himself to insensibility and sleeping off the results.

This view, which is based on certain passages in the King’s Journals, was examined
in detail by Hammond, who came to the conclusion that these passages refer to
three dinner parties which Alexander attended within a period of a month at which
he drank with his friends — “hardly an excessive programme for royalty” (1980:
298-9), and definitely not a justification for the views of Lane Fox and Bosworth.

10 Cf. too Plutarch (Moralia 337f and 623e) where he gives the view of Alexander’s
contemporary, Aristobulus, which has the same drift. Cf. further Arrian (Anabasis
7.29.4): 

As for his reputed heavy drinking, Aristobulus declares that his drinking bouts
were prolonged not for their own sake — for he was never, in fact, a heavy
drinker — but simply because he enjoyed the companionship of his friends.
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prepared from the icy springwater near Nonakris in Arcadia — a
poison so virulent that it destroyed metal, and had to be transported
in a mule’s hoof. In Babylon Cassander’s brother Iolaos, cupbearer of
Alexander, then poisoned his master at the banquet of Medius where
most of the guests were party to the plot. On taking the poison Alex-
ander felt a sharp pain in his back, cried out loudly and left the din-
ner. Excruciating pain now set in and Alexander died slowly in the
course of five days, during which time Iolaos succeeded in adminis-
tering further doses of the poison. In his agony Alexander attempted to
drown himself in the Euphrates but was saved by his Bactrian wife,
Roxana. Cassander then fled to Cilicia to await the arrival of Iolaos,
and in the presence of loyal followers, Alexander composed his last
will. He divided his empire among his generals and appointed Per-
diccas as his successor and future husband for Roxana. As in the version
of the King’s Journals his mourning troops then filed past him before
he died.

The salient point of this document is the accusation of murder
levelled against the family of Antipater and identified collaborators at
Medius’s banquet. Heckel (1988) makes a convincing case that it was
a cleverly prepared forgery designed to benefit certain persons in the
complicated struggle for Alexander’s succession, whilst attempting to
eliminate others — and that it probably originated in 317 B.C. Clei-
tarchus (cf. Diodorus Siculus 17.118.1 and Curtius, Historiae Alexandri
10.10.14-19), Plutarch (Alexander 77.5) and Arrian (Anabasis 7.27)
all knew of the poisoning theory but rejected it. Furthermore, Engels
(1978:224-5) points out that it is most unlikely that Alexander, who
was very swift in acting against conspiracies against his life — real or
alleged — would allow himself to be slowly poisoned over five or more
days, while placidly drawing up his testament. None of the alleged
accomplices, or any one else for that matter, suffered any harm during
the king’s terminal illness. Recently Bosworth (1971:115-6 and 134-
6) also rejected the Liber de morte document, but hypothesised that
Alexander might well have been assassinated by disgruntled followers,
alarmed by his progressive megalomania and autocratic tendencies.
He presents evidence of a junta being formed which then brought off
a successful coup d’état aimed at establishing a balance of power among
the plotting coalition members. This planned equilibrium subsisted
for a year but was abruptly shattered by Perdiccas’s bid for supremacy.
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recently been re-examined by Engels (1978:224-228). The malarial
parasite is known to have existed on earth since antiquity and malaria
has been endemic to the eastern Mediterranean at least since the 6th

century BC (Grmek 1991:280). Alexander’s final illness shows symp-
toms characteristic of malignant tertian malaria (Plasmodium falciparum
infection): a violent intermittent fever, severe back pain, and progres-
sive loss of consciousness leading to death (Woodruff 1974:49). His
presence in the swampy Euphrates/Tigris delta immediately before the
onset of the disease would be corroborative evidence. Malaria is known
to have been common in those areas, particularly so in the summer
months of June and July. Engels (1978:225) points out that Alexander’s
weakened condition due to recent wounds, exhaustion and possibly
heavy drinking would have precipitated the infection. He probably died
of the well known and deadly cerebral complications of falciparum ma-
laria. Disease was indeed very common among Alexander’s troops —
Engels (1978:227) quotes Arrian (Anabasis 5.27.6) in stating that more
soldiers died of illness than in battle. Although Alexander’s final ill-
ness could conceivably have been caused by other febrile illnesses of
the time, Sallares (1991:271) claims that malaria was the commonest
cause of fevers in antiquity, and the symptoms known to us would be
compatible with this diagnosis.

It is indeed possible that this was at least Alexander’s second attack
of malaria (Engels 1978:225). When he entered Tarsus in Cilicia (a
most virulent malarial location even in modern times) in September
333 BC, he became seriously ill with a febrile condition and symp-
toms very similar to those of his final illness, including loss of speech
and unconsciousness.15 Recovery from severe cerebral malaria is rare,
but he was then younger and probably physically fitter, which could
have contributed to his survival — only to succumb to a re-infection
almost exactly 10 years later.

15 Recorded by Plutarch (Alexander 19.1-9), Arrian (Anabasis 2.4.7-8) and Curtius
(Historiae Alexandri 3.5.3-3.6.13).
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